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Five Element Reiki eBook is now on Kindle Download
your eBook and be reading it in minutes!

I am pleased to announce that the "Five Element Reiki" Book is now available for Kindle.
Just visit this page, and in a couple of clicks you can be exploring a new world of energy work.

Fancy a printed book instead? In the UK...
Just visit this page, order your copy, and I will post it to you straight away. After being overwhelmed with orders a
few weeks ago, and running out of books completely, I now have a new batch sitting here in front of me, so I can
post your copy straight away!

In USA, Canada, Europe, India...
"Five Element Reiki" is now available on Amazon, so whether you're in New York, New Delhi, Vancouver, Paris or
Hamburg, you can now get your hands on a copy. All you need to do is go to your local Amazon store and it'll be
there for you.
Use these handy links:
America
Canada
India
France
Germany

What's the book all about, then?
What's it all about?
Well, here is the blurb for the book...

"Five Element Reiki is a unique way of working with Reiki. It’s acupuncture without needles, or acupressure
without pressing on anything, and without having to learn about or focus on the body’s meridians or their
acupoints.
This system, created by Taggart King, is a way of working with the energies of the five elements of Traditional
Chinese Medicine so that the meridians and organs ‘resonate’ with the energy you channel, removing blockages
and bringing a state of balance on all levels.
You’ll use special symbols and creative visualisation, focus your intent and hone your intuition through a whole
series of practical exercises found in this comprehensive guide. You’ll learn the essence of five element theory
and understand how imbalances show themselves in your body, emotions and states of mind.
This book will be of interest to anyone who is interested in exploring and experimenting with the energy and who
wants to learn a unique and powerful system for self-transformation."

If that sounds interesting to you, then just click on the links below:
Worldwide PDF eBook
In the UK? Printed book
Outside the UK? Order the printed book worldwide via Amazon
America
Canada
India

India
France
Germany

Best wishes,

Taggart :D
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